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I. A BSTRACT
Supporting mobility in a multi hop wireless environment like the MANET still remains a point of research,
especially in the context of time-constrained applications.
The incapacity of ad hoc networks to offer services of
the likes of static or infratructured networks may be attributed to two major reasons. One, unpredictable mobility of hosts cause location-transparent-packet-delivery to
be implemented only at the expense of large control overhead. Two, the lack of central control causes connection
management and scalability to be major problems in the
multi hop environment. In this paper we propose an efficient agent based routing mechanism that not only incurs minimal overhead, but also lays the foundation for
additional functionalities as network management and real
time applications. In other words, we show that the agent
framework makes the MANET robust and survivable under stringent system constraints.

transfer getting interrupted. The dynamics of wireless ad
hoc networks, as a consequence of mobility and disconnection of mobile hosts, pose a number of problems in designing proper routing schemes for effective communication [3,7,8,9]. To maintain a session between two nodes for
a long span of time, the caller node needs to be aware of
the frequently changing route status, and subsequently, of
newly available routes. This points to a form of topology
awareness[18] that either should be incorporated proactively or on-demand.

In the first part of our work, we have devised an agentbased framework with its associated protocols and mechanisms. The agents in the framework move from one
node to another, giving and taking relevant information,
with the primary objective of making all nodes in the system, topology-aware. This topology awareness is used in
the context of establishing and maintaining a communication link between two nodes. Put differently, a node periodically receives a refreshed view of the network, enabling it to constantly evaluate network conditions. This
II. I NTRODUCTION
periodically-updated network information may be used as
Ad hoc networks [3,4,5] are envisioned as infrastructure- a knowledge-base, based on which intelligent decisions
less networks where each node is a mobile router, like adaptive route selection, etc. could be made. The
equipped with a wireless transceiver. A message trans- behavior of the knowledge-base (past and present) could
fer in an ad hoc network environment could either take be analysed and extrapolated to predict network behavior
place between two nodes that are within the transmission in the near future. For example, a successful prediction
range of each other or between nodes that are indirectly may result in forseeing route errors. Doing the needful in
connected via multiple hops through some intermediate such scenarios could improve network performance signodes. This implies that the nodes, which act as interme- nificantly. More importantly, since the knowledge-base
diate nodes in the data transfer process, must be willing is maintained in the local cache of each node, decisionto participate in communication until successful message making could be autonomous and distributed. Thus it
transfer has been accomplished. The failure of such an seems that a foundation could be laid for the network to
event would amount to messages getting lost or message offer services of the likes of static networks. In the sec-
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ond part of our work we study the survivability issues of
the Ad Hoc network under severe constraints and the advantages of incorporating the agent system against conventional non-agent systems. In our results we see that,
although proactive agent navigation incurs traffic on the
network, the amortized cost of supporting agents proves to
be beneficial when considering its numerous advantages.
III. R ELATED W ORK
In this paper we propose to introduce an agent-based
system into the network architecture. Although there has
been substantial work on mobile software agents, its applicability in wireless ad hoc environments has received
limited research attention. Protocols in ad hoc networks
have mostly comprised of non-agent systems. In this section we discuss some of the earlier works in both agent and
non agent systems in ad hoc environments.
The conventional proactive routing protocols that require to know the topology of the entire network is not
suitable in such a highly dynamic environment [9], since
topology updates need to be broadcast frequently throughout the network. These update-packets consume a large
portion of the network bandwidth, even when network
traffic is low. Using the Multi-Agent Routing Protocol
(MARP), we show how the overhead associated with routing is minimal, and the possibility of adaptively controlling
this overhead according to traffic conditions.
In contrast to a proactive mechanism, a demand-based,
reactive route discovery procedure generates a large volume of bursty control traffic. The actual data transmission is also delayed until the route is determined[6]. In
addition, route rediscovery (in the event of route errors)
consume a considerable amount of time; resulting in violation of “delay constraints” in packet delivery. MARP in
comparison, exhibits a much stable behavior, with negligible latency in reacting to route failures. In summary, the
proactive and reactive routing mechanisms perform well
only under certain traffic conditions. For example, the
DSR routing protocol might perform route rediscovery too
often during a real time communication – consuming useful data bandwidth to transmit route requests, route replies
and route errors. MARP, as we show later, do not suffer
similar problems and may thus be suitable over a larger
operating region.
In [6], a preemptive route discovery has been proposed
in order to discover best routes dynamically and then adaptively use them for continuing communication. However,
the route-discovery mechanism recurringly floods control

packets when a route is stable. This causes unproductive
traffic in the environment and may thus increase end-toend delay for communication. Also, loss of control packets would mean the unavailability of stable routes and may
interrupt the ongoing process of communication. In [10],
a reactive route discovery has been performed in which
the caller node broadcasts a control packet at the event
of a communication request. In a large system the congestion increases exponentially during this procedure and
may prove to be detrimental in a high-traffic network. Rebroadcasting control packets in the event of losses, aggravates the situation further. In our proposed routing protocol, the network enjoys the ability to perform a form
of preemptive routing while maintaining low control overhead.
There are proposals to reduce control traffic generated
in reactive protocols. For example, Location-Aided Routing (LAR) Protocols [11] suggest approaches to decrease
overhead of route discovery by utilizing location information for mobile hosts. But these proposals assume the support of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) for information
on the geographical location of mobile hosts. Additionally, the LAR protocol assumes that the correct location
information about the intended destination node is available to the caller node before it determines the expected
zone. In contrast, our agent-based system functions without the support of GPS.
Agent based approaches for information management
and routing have been evaluated in [18][19][21]. Studies in these papers show that using the agent paradigm in
wireless network may be significantly beneficial. However, most of the approaches focus on the distribution and
collection of information in static networks. In this paper
we investigate agent application in highly mobile ad hoc
networks. In addition, the agent based system we propose,
provides room for generic and adaptive decision-making
based on network conditions. As an example, an agency
may reduce its agility when the network traffic is observed
to be low, or when battery power needs to be conserved.

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Conventional approaches towards issues related to mobile multi-hop environments have suffered major drawbacks in the context of supporting data communication:
1. Extensive exchange of control packets (mostly in
proactive mechanisms) to continuously track mobile hosts
are often unnecessary and add considerably to the load on
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the network.

V. P RELIMINARIES

AND

R ELEVANT T ERMS

A. Affinity and Stability
2. Frequent route errors, and equally frequent route
re-discoveries (in reactive techniques), violate delay constraints in real time data communication. Route rediscoveries also involve network flooding, implying congestion.

3. Different types of control packets, each catering
to only the instantaneous needs of individual hosts have
caused sub-optimal consumption of the network bandwidth. Some new notions of opportunistic routing and piggybacking have attempted to resolve this problem.

In short, the essential crisis in MANET lies in the difficulty of supporting distributed multihop communication
(often requiring to be uninterrupted and delay constrained)
over a dynamic and unpredictable topology, while keeping
the control traffic below reasonable bounds.

The motivation for this paper is drawn from the above
problem statement. We have addressed the crisis of carrying out a communication, uninterrupted, unto its accomplishment. Of course the agent protocol adaptively ensures
low control traffic and almost eliminates the delay involved
in switching between routes in the event of route errors. In
other words, through our agent protocol, a node is always
aware of multiple paths in the spatial domain. In addition,
we also suggest extensions to this agent-based protocol to
incorporate features of real time support and load balancing.

Thus on a whole we show that the agent based framework performs better in comparison to other protocols
when it comes to a question of connectivity, latency, congestion and network adaptation. In section V we define
some of the terms that we use in this paper. Section VI
discusses the agent framework and the agent navigation
strategies. Section VII describes the information exchange
and location prediction mechanisms. In Section VIII, we
discuss the simulation model and explain the potential advantages of such a model. Section IX presents a comparative performance analysis of agent and non agent systems.
Section X discusses some of the issues and insights from
our simulations. We summarize the paper in Section X,
with a brief conclusion.



Affinity a , associated with a link  , is a prediction

about the span of life of the link  in a particular context
[10]. For simplicity, we assume bidirectional links, implying a to be equal to a . Also, let the transmission
range be R. We would later point out how this assumption could be relaxed without affecting the correctness of
our protocol. To find out the affinity  , node n sends a
periodic beacon and node m samples the strength of signals received from node n periodically. Since the received
signal strength, S, varies inversely with the square of the
distance, d, between the transmitter and the receiver (in
open ground), it may be possible to conservatively predict
d from S. If M is the average velocity of the nodes, the
worst-case affinity a at time t is (R-d)/M, assuming that
at time t, the node m has started moving away from n with
average velocity M. For example, If the transmission range
is 300 meters, the average velocity is 10m/sec and current
distance between n and m is 100 meters, the life-span of
connectivity between n and m (worst-case) is 20 seconds,
assuming that the node m is moving away from n in a direction obtained by joining n and m.
It is well known that the lifetime of a path is equal to
the lifetime of the weakest link in that path. Thus, given a
path p = (s, i, j, k ... l, d), the stability of p [10] at a given
instant of time may be defined as the lowest-affinity link
contained in that path at that instant of time. Formally,
stability of path p, , between two nodes s and d, is as
follows:
= min [ a , a , a ... a ]
However, the notion of stability of a path is dynamic
and context-sensitive. As indicated earlier, stability of a
path is the life-span of that path, from a given instant of
time. However, stability must be viewed in the context of
providing a service. A path between nodes  and  may be
considered stable if the lifespan of that path is sufficiently
long to accomplish transfer of a specified volume of data,
from  to  . Hence at a particular instance of time, a path
that is stable for a given flow, may be unstable for a different flow although both flows are between the same sender
and destination nodes.
B. Recency
One of the aspects that make mobile ad hoc environments significantly different from static or centralized environments is that topology information gets stale with
time, in the former. This means that any information that
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a node A receives regarding some other node B in the mobile network is only partially correct (since there is at least
a difference of propagation delay between the procurement
of the information from the node B and its delivery to node
A). This implies that any information must thus be recognized with a degree of correctness, i.e. if node A now has
two different information regarding node B, it must have
the capacity to accept only the one which is more correct.
To be more precise, information that is more recent.
In the context of our protocol, let us assume that two
agents A1 and A2 arrive at node  , both of them carrying
information about node  which is multi-hop away from
node  . In order to update the topology information at
node  about node  , there has to be a mechanism to find
out who carries the most recent information about node  :
agent A1 or agent A2?
To solve this problem, every node in the network maintains a counter that is initialized to 0 when the network
commences. We term this counter as recency token. As we
see later, agents jump form one node to another collecting
and distributing network information to nodes. Now, when
an agent has completed its tasks and is about to jump away
from a node, it increments this recency token counter by
one and stores the new value against that node’s ID within
its own data structures. Obviously, at any given instance,
the magnitude of the recency token of any node represents
the number of times that node was visited by agents since
the commencement of the network. This also implies that
if two agents have a set of data concerning the same node,
say node n, then the agent carrying the higher recency token value of node n has more current information about it.
We discuss the implications of recency tokens in detail, in
later sections of this paper.

C. Time to Migrate (TtM)
An agent visiting a node is not allowed to migrate immediately to another node. An agent will be forced to stay in
a node for a pre-specified period of time, termed as timeto-migrate (TtM), before migrating to another node. By
controlling TtM, the network congestion due to agent traffic can be controlled. For example, if TtM = 100 msec, for
a single-agent system, it implies that the wireless medium
will see one agent in every 100 msec. In our simulation, it
has been assumed that an agent would take approximately
3 msec. to physically migrate from one node to another.
So, in this example, the wireless medium would be free
from agent traffic 97 percent of the time.

On the other hand, reducing the agent traffic (by increasing TtM) reduces the frequency at which agents may visit
network hosts. This may prove to be unsuitable in a highly
mobile system where topology changes at a fast pace. The
trade off is thus between congestion and convergence.
D. Average Connectivity Convergence
We have developed a metric, average connectivity convergence, to quantify the deviation between actual network
topology and the network topology perceived by individual
nodes at any instant of time.


Let  be the link status (0 for disconnectivity and 1
for connectivity) between nodes  and  as perceived by

node at any instant of time. Let  be the actual link
status between node  and  at the same instant. Infor
mation about link status  is said to converge at node ,


iff  =  . Thus, connectivity convergence of a link



between  and  at node ,   = 1, if  =  and 

otherwise. Connectivity convergence of node ,  , for all
links in a network of N nodes, is defined as:


(
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where, GIHKJGMLONQPRQS denotes the total number of node

pairs in the network. At a given time, if  equals 1.0, it
implies that the connectivity information at node is exactly the same as the actual network connectivity at that
given time. As another example, in a 10-node network,
there are 45 node-pairs and 45 possible link-status. If, at
any node , 44 link-status’ match (at any instant of time)

with the actual link-status’, then  = 44/45 = 0.98.
The average connectivity convergence for the network
is defined as
 =T%U
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E. Average Link-affinity Convergence
Average connectivity convergence quantifies the deviation of actual network topology with the network topology perceived by individual nodes, in a discrete manner
(where link status is 0 for disconnectivity and 1 for connectivity). However, if we can quantify link status based
on link-affinity, the quantification could be more appropriate in formulating a metric, which would help us to evaluate the difference between the actual network topology and
the network topology as perceived by individual nodes in
a continuous scale.
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Let \  be the affinity between node  and  as perceived by node at any instant of time and \] be the
actual affinity between node  and  at the same instant.

Information about link status \  is said to converge at


node , iff \ _^
\] . As indicated earlier, affinity
is a worst-case prediction about the lifespan of a link. So,
if the affinity of a link between  and  as perceived by
a node is less than actual affinity between  and  , we
accept the perception of node about the link-affinity be
tween  and  . However, if \ a` \b , we will deem
this as over-estimation of affinity at node and call the
perception incorrect.
Thus, link-affinity convergence of link between  and 



at node , c  = 1, if \  ^
\  and 0 otherwise.

Link-affinity convergence of node , c , for all links in the
network, is thus defined as:
d "%$W&()*+* ,X$/.)0'12()35&)6/17398 9: e 93( 8 <
>f? >fACB
:
<9DFE

c 

At some instant of time, if c  = 1.0 , it implies that
the topology information at node is 100 percent acceptable, so far as affinity-based prediction mechanism is concerned.
The average link-affinity convergence
work is thus defined as
c [T%U
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VI. M OBILE AGENTS
Mobile agents [19, 20] are a novel effective paradigm
for distributed applications, and are particularly attractive
in a dynamic network environment involving partially connected computing elements [1,2]. The notion of computation mobility against conventional data mobility governs
the underlying philosophy of agencies. Most research examples of the mobile agent paradigm as reported in the
current literature have two general goals: reduction of
network traffic and asynchronous interaction. Some authors have suggested that agents can be used to implement
network management [13,14] and to deliver network services [15]. Intensive research on the ”Insect-like Systems”
has been done over the last few years. The mobile agent
systems have been popularly simulated in close resemblance to an ant colony [12,16]. Of particular interest is
a technique for indirect inter-agent communication, called
stigmergy, in which agents populate information cache of
nodes, which other agents can use. The technique of overwriting a set of information with more appropriate infor-

mation has been popularly called blackboard communication [16]. Stigmergy serves as a robust mechanism for information sharing. In our protocol, we have used a multi
agent framework that incorporates stigmergy for mutual
interaction. The blackboard form of communication has
also been implemented for agent-node communication.
A. Issues in Implementing the Agent Paradigm
Why not have a single agent? The topology traversing
could well be performed using a single agent with a suitably low TtM. However this strategy fails to perform well
in conditions of low transmission range where clusters get
formed due to groups of nodes, moving to some spatially
remote region. Quite obviously, since the agent is going
to be in only one of the clusters, the other clusters would
have no agents at all in them although the members belonging to those clusters may be well connected amongst
themselves. The above mentioned issues cause no serious
concern in the case of a multi-agent system. The probability of all the agents being trapped within the same small
cluster is remote.
The Agent Model
An agent consists of the following three components:
1. The agent identifier h=
2. The agent program i
3. The agent briefcase j (containing state variables)
The agent briefcase contains a set of network state variables which act as the memory of mobile agents. Examples of such state variables may be link affinity, recency
value etc. An agent is capable of sharing the contents of
its briefcase with other agents and nodes. The state variables may be updated if necessary before the agents leave
the node. Further discussions on the agent communication
protocols are detailed in subsequent sections.
The Optimal Agent Population? Intuitively, increase in
agent population might seem to be beneficial to improve
convergence. However, quite contrary to our intuition we
observed that convergence does not necessarily improve
with increase in the number of agents. To understand
why, we performed a set of simulation experiments in [21].
From the results we concluded that in increasing the number of agents beyond a certain fraction of the number of
nodes, a greater number of agents tend to rush towards the
same set of nodes. This results in a higher queuing delay
for agents and thus the aggregate performance is no better than relatively fewer agents. It was observed in [21]
that the convergence curve saturates when the number of
agents is half the number of nodes in the network. Fig-
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Average Connectvity Convergence

ure 1 below depicts the variation of average connectivity
convergence with increase in agent population. To ensure
this fraction, each host in the network generates a random
integer at the commencement of the network. In our implementation, a host spawns an agent only if the randomly
generated integer is even.
for N=30, TtM=100 milliseconds.

B. Agent Navigation: least-visited-neighbor-first algorithm

1
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ically tuned to a low TtM value so that the agents navigate
faster meaning that stale topology information could be refreshed with haste. On the other hand, when data traffic
is low, or network changes are not too frequent, the TtM
could be raised to a suitably high value so that unnecessary
power consumption in transmitting control packets could
be reduced.

25

29

no. of agents

Fig. 1. Average Connectivity Convergence against increasing agent population. Graph shows that greater number of
agents does not imply better convergence.

Agent TtM? An important question could be the optimal
value of TtM. To answer this we evaluate the congestion
introduced in the system due to variation in TtM. Let us
assume that agents would take t millisecond to physically
migrate from one node to another. Let us assume that our
bounded region of ad hoc operation is A sq.mt., our transmission range R, the agent population P and the Time to
migrate T msec. In an average case where the topology is
evenly distributed over the region A, the number of areas
in which agents could migrate between nodes simultaneously, without mutual interference, equals A / ( klHnm E
). Now since the nodes are distributed, the agents would
also be found equally distributed in each of these areas in
an average case. Thus in any area the number of agents

ioHpJrqsHpm E PRXt
would equal P where, i 
As each agent migrates at a time gap of T milliseconds
and takes only t millisecond to do so, the medium will be
free from agent traffic u JrvILxwyHxi  PzHnNQQQR{v}|~k]%#{%Cw
of the time. For example, if the bounded region of operation is 1500 H 1000 sq. m. and R is 250 m, and P and
T are 15 and 100 milliseconds respectively for a 30 node
Q~Q
network and t = 3 msec, then i 
approximately
and the medium would be free from agent traffic during 94
percent of the time.
It would be interesting to point out that the value of TtM
could be adaptively regulated depending on the state of the
network. A system, which is highly mobile, can be dynam-

The primary objective of agents is to deliver each node
with information about other nodes in the system (including their link states). In order to achieve this with least
overhead, we have designed a navigation strategy, which
determines the path that agents must follow. Each agent
moves on its own path, updates its briefcase with recent
information gathered from other agents or nodes. Each
node has a shared information cache (called a blackboard),
on which agents can overwrite stale network-state values with more recent values. Hereafter we would use the
word blackboard interchangeably with information cache.
Nodes access this shared cache whenever they require
knowledge about the network.
The efficacy of the agent navigation algorithm lies in
its ability to make all the nodes in the network equally
aware of the topology. Thus in an ideal scenario, a node
which is located at the periphery of the ad hoc topology
should be equally aware about the state of the network as
any other node that might be located in the central regions
of the topology. Our least-visited-neighbor-first algorithm,
for controlling the navigation strategy of the agents, performs well close to the ideal expectations. An agent applies the least-visited-neighbor-first algorithm on the information cache of its host node (the host node is the node
on which the agent currently resides) to decide on its next
destination. The next destination is always a neighboring
node of the host node.
On reaching a node N, an agent program P, performs the
following steps:
1.Updates information cache of node N with any newer
information available in its own briefcase B (we discuss
the information exchange protocol in the following section)
2.Selects from the cache/blackboard, all the nodes that
are neighbors of N.
3.Determines the node (among these selected neigh-
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bors) that has the least recency-token value. Observe that
this is the least visited neighbor, as perceived by the node
N at that instant of time (recall that the recency token value
of a node is the number of agent visits that the node has received).

ever one exception to this is when a node gets isolated for
sometime and then rejoins the network. We discuss this
event in the following section.

4.If this neighbor of N has not been visited in the previous 3 visits by other agents from node N, the agent selects
this neighbor as its next destination. This history information about the last 3 visits are also found on the blackboard.
In case the selected node has been visited in the recent
past, the agent selects the second least-visited neighbor,
and so on. This will ensure that multiple agents from the
same host node do not choose the same destination consecutively.

Let us consider a case where a node Z gets isolated from
the topology and as a result does not receive agent visits for
a long time. Now let us assume that it gets reconnected to
the network after some time. Obviously, the recency token
value of this node would be much less than the values of
the others, which have continuously received agents at regular intervals. Now this isolated node on getting connected
to the network would obviously have a rush of agents towards it. The agents would get serviced, go to some next
destination, say D, that is a neighbor of Z. Now, since Z
is obviously a neighbor of D, the agent would again come
back to Z from D since node Z still happens to be the least
in terms of the recency value. This continues until node
Z is no longer the least recency-valued-node in the neighborhood of node D. Thus we see that if a node gets isolated and then rejoins, the agents would oscillate over it
and its neighbors, until its recency value surpasses some
other neighbor’s recency value. Oscillation might cause
other nodes in the network to starve of agent visits and
is unnecessary since these same oscillating agents hardly
bring in new topology information.

5.After choosing the right destination, the agent updates
its next-destination node id state variable with the chosen
destination’s node id and changes the history variables on
the host node’s blackboard with the next-destination node
id.
6.Increments the host node’s recency token value and
stores this value against the host node’s id in its own briefcase. The agent then resumes navigation.
Thus, if we consider a host node of an agent and its
neighbors to be a sub-graph, then the agent always migrates to the node, which has had the least number of agent
visits among the members of this sub-graph and has not
been visited very recently. Since all the agents perform the
same operation over the entire network, we can envision
that agents attempt to visit all the nodes in the network
with the same frequency. This is a typical characteristic of
agent paradigms, where distributed decisions based on local states steer the system towards achieving a global goal.
Seeking a contradiction to the claim that agents achieve
a global goal, let us assume that there is some node X,
which has a very low recency value in comparison to all
its neighbors. Now, every agent that visits the neighbors
of this node X, would definitely choose node X as their
next destination. This would continue as long as the node
X happens to be lesser in terms of its recency value. Thus
soon node X would attain a recency value, which is greater
than the least recency value of its neighbors. This means
node X is no longer the least recency-valued node. It is
quite interesting to realize that the difference in recency
values would not be large in the first place because the
agents always tend to visit the node that is falling back
on the number of agent visits that it has received. How-

C. Handling the Event of Agent Oscillation between
Nodes

In order to eliminate this oscillation, we have incorporated the following strategy. If a node finds that it does
not receive agent visits for longer than a specific span of
time, it resets its recency token value to zero. An agent
that visits a node, finding that the node has a recency-token
value of zero recognizes that the agent performed a reset.
The agent performs the standard node-agent information
exchange (blackboard communication) and then assigns
the average of all its recency token values to this node’s
recency token. This prevents the oscillation of the same
agent. However other agents may independently come to
this node since they might still have a recency value for
this node as the least value. This is desirable in order to
expedite the process of information percolation towards a
new node that was cut off from the network for sometime,
and has rejoined it. Greater agent visits (i.e different agents
visiting it ) would catalyze this quick infiltration of information. Observe that by addressing the problem of agentoscillation we implicitly take care of new nodes joining the
network, since in the case of new nodes, the recency token
values would also be zero.
One way of evaluating the performance of the agent
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navigation protocol would be to examine the celerity with
which a topology change information gets propagated into
the nodes of the system. We have defined a notion of percolation to test this issue. Percolation (P) has been defined
as the rate at which, information regarding the entry of a
new node, gets propagated to the existing nodes of the network. ilH@v is the percentage of nodes in the network that
is aware of the new node entry after T milliseconds of the
entry. We evaluate percolation in later sections for highly
mobile scenarios, and show that our agent based mechanism performs well under it.
Unidirectional Links: We now discuss the impact of relaxing the assumption of bidirectional links in our protocol
design. When nodes in a network have unequal transmission ranges, cases are possible where a node t is a neighbor of node j but node j is not a neighbor of node t .
Such a situation may occur when j ’s transmission range
is greater than t ’s. Clearly an agent visiting node t would
not find j in t ’s Neighbor List and thus cannot hop to j .
Thus the affinity field of link A-B would be marked infinity in the agents briefcase. An agent arriving at j , may
find t in j ’s Neighbor List, and may choose to hop to t .
The affinity of link B-A would not be infinity, since B can
reach A in a single hop. Thus while link A-B and link BA would exhibit identical affinity under the assumption of
bidirectionality, assuming unidirectionality the two would
be different. Since MARP does not require affinities of
A-B and B-A to be equal, unequal transmission ranges at
each node does not affect MARP.

VII. I NFORMATION E XCHANGE P ROTOCOLS
N ODE -AGENT AND AGENT-AGENT
I NTERACTION

IN

Infiltration of partial network information into the nodes
is an asynchronous process, as the agents visit the nodes
asynchronously. Thus it becomes acutely necessary to develop strategies for information exchange (i.e. to accept
only that information which is more recent than what the
node / agent already possesses). It is a two-step process.
In step 1, the recency-token values of all the nodes
stored in the information cache of the current host node
is compared with the corresponding recency-token values
of that node, carried in the briefcase of the agent. If the
recency token of any node, say X, in the host node’s information cache happens to be less than that in the agent’s
information cache, then it is obvious that the agent is carrying more recent information about node X. In that case,
the entire information about node X, in the host node’s in-

formation cache (blackboard) is overwritten with information carried in the agent’s briefcase. The information about
node X that we refer to may be information regarding several attributes of the node, or even the network. The information could contain node X’s link states with its neighbors, its remaining battery lifetime or even it’s queue information. It is interesting to observe that the agents can now
be reactively applied in several applications. For example,
in the context of QoS routing, bandwidth reservation tables can be exchanged among a subset of nodes and even
perhaps by only a subset of agents. However, in this paper
we confine ourselves to distributing link state information
only.
Step 1 is performed asynchronously by all agents as they
arrive at their host nodes. This step helps the node to acquire all the recent information that it can gather from the
agents. The agents however have not yet updated the state
variables in their briefcases, and waits till the end of a TtM
time duration. During this duration, if more agents arrive
at the node, they perform step 1 immediately. Thus clearly,
at any given time, the blackboard at a node contains more
recent information than any individual agent at that node.
Step2. When an agent is ready to migrate (i.e. after a
waiting time defined earlier as TtM), step 2 is performed.
In step 2, the agent copies the entire content of the blackboard into its own briefcase’s state-variables. With the updated briefcase, the agent selects its destination on the basis of the navigation algorithm described previously. The
agent then enters the agent queue for priority transmission.
The blackboard at the host node is shown in Figure 2. The
briefcase contains variables (data structures) that are an exact replica of the blackboard (except the history information).

A. Information Aging: a Predictive Method for Topology
Awareness
The foremost characteristic of a dynamic environment is
that information is never absolute. Information collected
by an agent or node regarding the link states of the network is constantly aging due to the mobility. However,
the agents are pro-actively replenishing the cache of each
node with newer or more recent information. Naturally,
a node would be better topology aware, if the agent visit
frequency could be increased upon it. The vice versa is
true as well. In other words we could say that each time an
agent visits a node, the node gets a snapshot of the network
topology which is not accurate but less inaccurate than the
previous snapshot it possessed. (It must be observed that a
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VIII. S IMULATION S ET-U P
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Link Affinity of link
between nodes 3 & 5

Recency Value of
node 3.

History Information
of 3 most recently
visited nodes.

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the blackboard at each
node. Agents erase stale entries on the blackboard and overwrite them with more recent values. Nodes use the information on the blackboard for routing decisions

new snapshot might not have new information about all the
nodes). Now, between any two consecutive snapshots, the
relation is mobility i.e. if snapshot 2 is taken T seconds
after snapshot 1, then snapshot 2 could be predicted (or
derived) from snapshot 1 by displacing each of the nodes
W
in snapshot 1 by a distance of  )h/w)Hv , in the direction of motion of that node. Clearly, more the number of
snapshots a node gets in a unit time, lesser is the information aging i.e. greater topology awareness. Thus to maintain optimal topology awareness in nodes, the prediction
mechanism comes handy in between agent visits, when local node information actually ages.
In our protocol, it is not possible to know the absolute
speed or direction of motion of any node. Each node is
only partially aware of the affinity of links in the network.
Using a pessimistic approach, we incorporate a mechanism of reducing the affinity values of each link with the
passage of time. Thus at every interval of t time units, the
W
affinity values of all the links is reduced by  4h4w)lHw
time units on the blackboard at each node. This is a conservative approach that assumes that link affinity is always
decreasing. Thus cases are likely that a network link exists
in reality, but a node has eliminated it from its blackboard.
However, the vice versa is extremely unlikely, indicating
that a node is never misled to believe that a link exists although in reality it does not.

We have used our own simulator Figure 3 for evaluating the performance of MARP. The simulation region is a
bounded area of 1500 H 1000 sqm. Nodes are initially
placed randomly over this region. The mobility model
assumed is random waypoint - each node moves linearly
towards their chosen destination, on reaching their destinations, each node optionally waits for a random span of
time, chooses a new destination and starts moving towards
this newly chosen destination. To observe the impact of
mobility we have, in certain cases, assigned a predefined
uniform velocity to all the nodes. The transmission range
for all communication has been assumed to be constant.
We do not use agent loss due to erroneous transmission.
We assume that the agents would be transmitted reliably
by the MAC layer. However, if the MAC layer fails to
transmit the agent, it must notify the upper layers before
dropping the agent. The upper layer may spawn a new
agent later, to maintain optimal agent population.
The multi-agent framework is operational over this infrastructural backbone of mobile nodes. During commencement, each node generates a random number locally. If the generated number happens to be even, the node
spawns an agent, otherwise it does not. This indicates that
the number of agents that appear within the network infrastructure is approximately half the number of nodes in the
network. The agents then jump asynchronously from one
node to another at an interval of TtM milliseconds, carrying information that it gathers from its host. Now, although
the agent-jump is a unicast, it has to be broadcast in the
wireless environment. Thus all one-hop neighbors of the
host node can now hear the agent. On hearing the agent,
they know the existence of the host node as its neighbor
(please note that the agent carries the ID of both its present
host node and its destination node). The destination node
accepts the agent and the others discard the agent packet
after extracting the neighbor information from it. An advantage of using this protocol is that explicit neighbor discovery at the MAC layer can now be done away with. The
agents while on their topology traversal, implicitly perform neighbor discovery. On reaching the next node, the
agents exchange information with their new host, wait for
TtM milliseconds and then again jump to a newly selected
node. Thus nodes that were totally unaware of the network
topology at the point of commencement, begin to gather
network information through the agents. Since the multiagent framework is a pro-active scheme, the nodes in the
network are always kept updated with partial (or approximate) topology information. A modified link state algo-
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rithm executed locally over this partial information yields
the most stable route through which data communication
is initiated.

IX. S UPPORTING DATA C OMMUNICATION
We are now in a position in which each of the nodes
has a local view of the network topology i.e. each node is
topology aware. Also, the mobile multi-agent framework
is proactively replenishing the information cache of each
node with fresh topology updates. This leads to a scenario
where conventional route discovery is no longer necessary.
More explicitly, nodes can now determine the best route
locally and initiate the sending of data packets through it.
After a point of time, if the caller node finds that the chosen
route has attained a low stability (indicating that a route
error is imminent), the node computes a new, better stable
route from the local blackboard and redirects data packets
through the later. This adaptive route selection facilitates
continuous communication through multiple paths in the
temporal domain. Thus we can envision that as long as
two nodes remain connected, they will always be able to
get at least one route through which communication can
continue. In the case of multi-route availability, the best
route can always be selected. Quite perceivably, the adaptive selection of best routes guarantees an uninterrupted
communication session between two nodes irrespective of
node mobility. Besides, packet drops due to route breakage, and latency due to re-routing, has been completely
eliminated.
Due to our conservative approach in link state prediction, we find that the probability of route errors almost becomes negligible. In other words, a situation can hardly
occur when a route error takes place without the sender
not anticipating it. Note that even if nodes move nonlinearly (in curves and turns), our protocol performance
remains unaffected. This is because we conservatively assume in our prediction mechanism, that two nodes are always moving away from each other with relative velocity
M. However, due to this conservative prediction, a sender
node may not initiate communication because it might believe that a link does not exist while in reality it does. Our
simulation experiments have yielded expected results. In
the worst case however, if a route error occurs, the caller
node need not initiate a route discovery all over again but
just needs to locally determine the second best route available, and resume data transfer through it. This obviously
reduces control packet generation to a nil and minimizes
end-to-end delay substantially.

X. AGENT V S N ON AGENT S YSTEMS : A
C OMPARATIVE S TUDY
We discussed that one of the major problems in distributed mobile systems (as MANETs), is the tracking
of mobile hosts while keeping congestion overheads low.
Route discovery or path maintenance incurs huge overhead
due to control packet flooding in reactive mechanisms.
This problem becomes acute when the network is considerably loaded. More precisely, the total number of control and data packets in the output queues of all the nodes
in the network at any instant of time, is a measure of the
load on the network. During a route discovery and subsequent data transmission from a source to a destination, this
number increases rapidly with time and gradually decays
down. The increase in the number of control packets in the
host queues is exponential with the increase in the number
of neighbors. This in turn causes greater queuing delay
for the subsequent data packets. Over and above, appearance of control packets in the network also depends on the
number of communications started by caller nodes over a
span of time (indicating that the network gets flooded with
route requests as many times). As an outcome of so many
dependencies, end to end delays or available bandwidth of
the system almost become unpredictable. This might in
turn affect the survivability of the system if the network
does not get time to absorb the packets accumulated in the
output queues.
Proactive protocols in literature have generated unnecessary control packets even while the traffic and / or mobility is low. This has been shown to have dire effects in
the sense that battery power of nodes gets consumed unnecessarily.
In contrast our agent-based protocol exploits the merits
of both reactive and proactive protocols. Agents are not
flooded in the network indicating that the congestion does
not increase with the number of hops. In fact, as discussed
in previous sections, the agent traffic always remains constant for a particular value of TtM. This enables a better
estimation of the end to end delay of the system. On the
other hand, when agents jump from one node to its neighbor, the other nodes in the same one hop neighborhood listen to the agents to extract neighborhood information. This
minimizes the overhead of performing neighbor discovery
separately. In addition, to reduce unnecessary agent traffic
during low load and / or low mobility conditions, the agent
TtM could be adaptively regulated to conserve power at
individual nodes. Together, it seems that the agent system,
besides being more survivable even under stringent condi-
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Fig. 3. The simulator environment snapshot with N=15 and M=30m/sec.: the nodes move about with agents migrating between
nodes. The inset window pops up if a mouse is clicked on any of the nodes. The window shows the blackboard at node 14
(history values have not been shown. The affinity values are in hundreds of milliseconds. The row shown below this affinity
matrix displays the recency token values of all the nodes in the network. A good navigation strategy ensures that these recency
token values exhibit small standard deviation, implying that the topology is explored homogeneously. The other parameters for
the simulation are shown below in the text boxes. The standard deviation of the recency values calculated is = 1.52606, mean
= 78.266

tions of high traffic and high mobility, is adaptable to the
requirements of the network.
The multi-agent system we discuss in this paper could
be implemented using a message passing model. One way
of doing this may be to replicate the agent program ( i )
at all the nodes, and propagate the agent’s briefcase j as
a message/packet. Although correct, such a strategy may

lack modularity of implementation. Also, using agents the
system could be much more flexible, allowing agent subsets to perform different set of tasks, autonomously. For
example, if a few nodes are high priority nodes in a network, a set of agents may be programmed such that they
visit these nodes more often.
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We have presented the performance analysis of our simulation in this section. We initially present the performance of the agent based system without the predictive
mechanism. We then present the simulation results as observed after incorporating the predictive mechanism.
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Fig. 4. Variation of connectivity convergence with time for different mobility with TtM = 100 msec
N=30, R=400 m, TtM=50 milliseconds
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Figure 4 shows the average connectivity convergence of
an ad hoc network for 30 nodes, with 15 agents exploring the network. The agents are allowed to migrate from
a node at intervals of 100 milliseconds, i.e. TtM = 100
msec. The transmission range has been assigned as 400 m.
This transmission range has been found to give us a more
or less connected network. In these cases we see that mobility plays an important role. At higher mobility the rate
at which link information get stale is proportionally high.
This makes it more challenging for the agent framework
since the system now demands that they deliver link makebreak information across the topology at a faster rate.
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We have analyzed the performance of our prediction
mechanism and the results are presented in Figure 6 and
7. This mechanism ensures that the node is never misled
to believe that a path exists for successful message transfer
when the path might actually fail before data transmission
is complete. The Link-Affinity convergence graphs show
satisfying results as the curve always remains above 98
percent once the topology information has stabilized. Put
differently, the probability that link-affinity information of
a path is acceptable, is greater than 0.98 on an average. As
a result, if a node believes that a path exists in the network,
the probability that it does not, is only 0.2. These figures
hold good for agent TtM = 100 msec.
Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of Link-affinity convergence to mobility. The results shown are for MARP, when
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Fig. 5. Variation of connectivity convergence with time for different mobility with TtM = 50 msec

used with the predictive mechanism. Clearly, MARP performs well when the velocity of nodes is below 45 m/s. At
greater velocities, the performance with TtM = 100 msec
degrades. The performance with TtM = 50 msec remains
above 0.92 even at 45 m/s. With TtM = 50 msec, convergence deteriorates at velocities above 60 m/s. Since many
ad hoc applications are limited to a much lower nodal velocities, MARP may be considered suitable for mobile ad
hoc networks.
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1
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As per expectations, we observe that performance degrades at very high mobility. To compensate for increase
in mobility, the solution would be to decrease agent TtM.
It is evident from the graph in Figure 5 that for mobility 30
m/s the performance is significantly different for the high
and low TtM. Thus the agents could be adaptive to the average mobility of the nodes and tune its TtM accordingly.
Quite obviously, by decreasing agent TtM , we can achieve
better convergence. However, a low TtM would imply that
nodes get more agents per unit time and thus the network
congestion due to agent traffic would also increase. A predictive mechanism on network topology, discussed in Section VII A, can achieve better result without lowering TtM.
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Fig. 6. Variation of Average Link Affinity Convergence with
time for different mobility with TtM = 100 msec
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Fig. 8. Variation of Average Link-Affinity convergence with
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Convergence is a metric that reflects the efficiency of
the agent framework on the basis of its ability to homogeneously spread topology information. We had also defined percolation as another metric that captures the rate
at which information propagates in the network. To capture this metric we have thrown in new nodes in the network topology while the simulation is running and we have
examined the rate at which the other nodes in the system
learn about this new entry. A point that requires mention
is that, contrary to intuitive belief that a node thrown in the
center of the topology would have its information propagated much faster, than if the same is thrown towards the
periphery, we find that our agent system more or less car-

N = 60, R = 200m, TtM = 100 milliseconds
1
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The performance of MARP has been evaluated for mobile topologies with a large diameter. Observe that a graph
with a larger diameter would require agents to traverse
greater number of hops (on average) to maintain comparable topology awareness. To observe the performance of
MARP in large-diameter networks, we reduced the transmission range to 200 meters and increased the number of
nodes in the bounded region to 60. This maintains connectivity for a network that is confined to a bounded region
of 1500 X 1000 sq. meter. Figure 9 shows the results
for the simulation. The TtM used was 100 msec. As evident from the graph, average Link-Affinity convergence is
only marginally worse in comparison to previous scenarios. Note that the diameter of the graph is now almost 40,
which is far higher than what ad hoc applications may require. With a lower TtM, MARP would exhibit better performance than shown in the Figure 9. This suggests that
MARP is intrinsically scalable to network size and mobility. Also, with increase in number of nodes, the number
of agents in the system increases. Increase in agent population increases the celerity of topology information distribution, almost exponentially. Thus even when the node
density is high, performance of MARP exhibits stability.
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Fig. 9. Average Link convergence for network with large diameter

ries the new information to other nodes with equal celerity.
Thus the curve in the Figure 10 accentuates on the efficiency of the agent navigation protocol. From this graph
we find that the new node entry gets propagated to all the
other nodes within a span of approximately 3 seconds and
the difference between peripheral appearance and central
appearance is small.

XI. D ISCUSSION
The performance evaluation of the agent-based mechanism is encouraging, even in highly mobile multi-hop environments. In addition, the capability of the agent framework to adapt its TtM to the load and/or low mobility scenarios further regulates on the control overhead generated
due to agent traffic. Percolation is a pointer to how the
agent system accommodates new nodes into the system
quite seamlessly. The scalability issues get implicitly handled as new nodes spawn agents with one half probability
(indicating that the agent-node ratio is maintained). And of
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themselves. However, under the adopted set of assumptions, simulation results are encouraging, indicating that a
proactive agent based routing protocol like MARP is efficient and effective across a large cross section of scenarios.
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